JOB INFORMATION:

As the **Web Designer/ Developer**, you are responsible for creating the look and feel of World Wide Web pages for CMS **Computational Science Center (CSC)** web portal. This involves designing and developing web portal that effectively communicates and advocates the news, ideas, policies, courses, software, processes, technology, and requests by CSC.

HOURS: 10 per week

PAY RATE: $15.00 per hour

START DATE: A.S.A.P.

RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

1. Design the layout and organization of the site, the types of colors or images to use (photos, illustrations, videos, etc.), and other matters concerning overall graphic design with strong creativity.
2. Coding website using DHTML, CSS or GUI design software, such Dreamweaver, FrontPage, etc.
3. Integrating verbal content with site design for final version.
4. Making changes promptly to the web pages
5. Deploy and maintain the web portal
6. Design and implement user-driven templates, databases and interfaces for ease of use. (plus)

REQUIRED SKILLS INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

1. Must possess a keen sense of style, color, and aesthetics
2. Knowledge of Web 2.0 design principles, DHTML, and CSS and commonly used Web technologies
3. Working knowledge of graphic design applications
4. Prior web design experience a plus
5. Basic PHP, JavaScript/JSP and MYSQL a plus
6. Able to work independently and efficiently to meet deadlines.
7. Self-motivated, detail-oriented and organized.
8. Excellent communication (oral and written), interpersonal, organizational, and presentation skills.
10. Flash video/animation experience is a plus.

For more information please contact Dr. Cui Lin | clin@csufresno.edu | http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~clin/